"I DON’T LICK IT, BUT I LIKE IT."

Animals Talk. MAI ANIMAL HEALTH Listens.

StopLik is a lick deterrent aid that covers bandages on animal’s extremities and replaces the need for Elizabethan collars and bitter sprays. It delivers a mild tingle to the tongue, providing an effective treatment to prevent licking and promote the healing of wounds, post-surgical sites and lick granulomas. The non-invasive, battery powered design also allows the animal to behave normally while the bandage remains in place, maximizing successful recovery.

Also try LikShield for larger areas!
"IT’S THE FIRST BREATH THAT MATTERS MOST."

Animals Talk. MAI ANIMAL HEALTH Listens.

One Puff™ Aspirator / Resuscitator Kit

- All-in-one kit clears breathing pathways and stimulates the first breaths of small newborn animals struggling to breathe
- Kit includes aspirator, resuscitator and carrying case
- Proven effective, saving the lives of small animals worldwide
“WE CAN DO THIS THE EASY WAY

OR THE HARD WAY.”

Animals Talk. MAI Animal Health Listens.

Wild Child™ Chamber

- The essential tool for safe and humane handling of fractious animals
- Easy, no-touch transfer of animals from cage to Wild Child Chamber
- Unique design and adjustable lid with four restraint levels and convenient access holes for injections
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